Introduction
Let C denote a compact subset of Euclidean n-space, E". Evidence available for small n (cf. [13, 4] ) suggests that in the space Y of all embeddings of C into E" the pathological, or wild, embeddings are generic; it is widely recognized that, for n > 2, they are dense in .Y'. Nevertheless, despite their abundance, wild embeddings are seldom quickly or easily described. This paper sets forth a relatively general procedure for constructing pathological embeddings of the Cantor set, the lowestdimensional object admitting non-standard embeddings in manifolds; with it one can 'approximate' certain PL embedded closed (n -2)-manifolds M in E" by wildly embedded
Cantor sets C such that every loop in E" -M linking M also links C. Bizarre manifestations of Cantor sets have been recognized for most of this century, ever since Antoine's original presentation [l] in 1920 of a strange embedding in E3. Blankinship [2] later extended what Antoine had done to exhibit a strange embedding in E" for n > 3. Using techniques of decomposition theory, Bing [3] gave another peculiar embedding in E'; as Lininger [12] and Edwards [9] have pointed out, one can spin Bing's example to determine (also using decompositiontheoretic methods) other peculiar embeddings in E", n > 3. Kirkor [lo] described a wild Cantor set in E' having simply connected complement, and more recently DeGryse and Osborne [8] did the same in E", n > 3.
All the earlier, pre-existing constructions for n > 3 are far too uniform to shed any light on the following issue.
Question. if X is a compactum in E" and U is a neighborhood of X, is there a Cantor set C in lJ such that each loop in E" -CJ that contracts in E" -C actually contracts in E" -X?
In terminology introduced by Wright [17] , a given compactum X is said to be approximable by Cantor sefs if the answer to the question above is affirmative for each neighborhood U of X. (The question for arbitrary X, it should be pointed out, reduces to the one where X is an (n -2)-complex in E".) The dimension of the containing manifold plays a role: for n = 3 variations to Antoine's methods, detailed in [17] , provide an affirmative answer to the question, but for n > 4 it remains unsolved. Here we prove that each PL (n -2)-manifold X whose regular neighborhood in E" is homeomorphic to the product of X and a 2-cell is approximable by Cantor sets (Theorem 6); moreover, given a closed I-dimensional subset L of E", we show how to locate an approximating Cantor set C in U-L (Corollary 10).
One can give a plausible explanation for the additional difficulties encountered when n > 3. An arbitrary Cantor set C in E" can be described as the nested intersection of thin regular neighborhoods of (n -2)-complexes. Philosophically, exceptional aspects of the 3-dimensional case stem from the fact that n -2 happens to be in the trivial range with respect to n = 3: when n = 3 one has enough room in E" for general position adjusting two (n -2)-complexes to make them disjoint, but when n > 3 the comparable adjustment techniques do not have the same effect.
The construction to be set forth here dates back to 1974, when both authors were visitors at the University of Utah, and in the intervening years it has been put to work in several other instances.
Daverman exploited the full strength of these techniques in [7] , where the construction originally was reported and for which it was designed, to display pathologically embedded k-cells in E" (n Z= 4, n > k Z= 2) in which each 2-cell is wild. Cannon and Wright [5] extended these methods in producing slippery wild Cantor sets, slippery in the sense that they can be ambiently pushed off any other 0-or l-dimensional closed subset of E". Wright [ 161 put this to work in presenting examples of n-dimensional (n > 3) AR's containing no proper ANR of dimension >l, which answered a question of Bing and Borsuk; SO did
Singh [15] Nesting characteristics largely account for the applicability of this geometrically central property. Consequently, the components of g '(S, x B') are disks with holes, and on at least one such component fi, gl H is I-essential (for otherwise S, would fail to be geometrically central). The hypothesis that S2 is geometrically central in S, x B' implies g( fi) n S2 # $!J and, therefore, h(H) n S2 # 0. 
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is an ANR, by the Borsuk Homotopy Extension Theorem there exist a neighborhood W of Z in X and an extension G : 
Verifying f has the desired properties is straightforward. 0
Next we describe a foundational, 3-dimensional linking apparatus, which will be referred to as a standard link in I x B2. Let I denote the interval [-1, 11. Identify two points p and q in Int B2. Name the straight arc LY connecting p and q (view B2 as convex and planar). Let (Ye, cyL and p denote two PL arcs and a PL simple closed curve in I x B2, linked as indicated in 
is a closed PL n-manifold.
One can obtain disjoint PL product neighborhoods The crucial feature is spelled out below. 
Constructing wild Cantor sets
There are two key steps in the proposed method of building wild Cantor sets. The first has already been laid out in Proposition 3, detailing the geometric centrality of the typical replacement.
The other is presented in the result below, showing how the typical replacement procedure can be applied finitely often to cause a useful metamorphosis, which transforms a given manifold with a PL product neighborhood into small pieces, the union of which, of course, is geometrically central and has a PL product neighborhood. 
K(i, l)=~((K(i)xdl)u((dK(O)nK(i))~I)).
Impose size controls forcing the components of K*(O), T*(O), and also the K(i, 1) to have diameter less than F. Note that, like the K(i)'s in M, the manifolds Fig. 4 .) Note that the nth replacement operates on L*(n-2)=K(n-l,n-l)uK(n,n-l),detachingK(n-l,n-l)andleavingonly L*(n -1) with possibly uncontrolled component size. However, the component size 
With extra care in the construction of the S, we can assure that C is a Cantor set or, alternatively, C must be contained in some Cantor set in M x Int B2. Without loss of generality we assume C is a Cantor set. we assume that 0 is a vertex of some simplex in T' and that F,(L) n st(0, T') =@. Cohen's transversality theorem [6] shows that Q = F-'(O) is a compact PL( n + 1)-manifold (with boundary) with a PL product neighborhood and that aQ = P u (M x {0}), where P= F,'(O). The PL product neighborhood PX B* can be obtained in canonical fashion as F;'(st(O, T"), where T" is the second barycentric subdivision of T. The only feature left to be explained is why P is geometrically central in M x B*. Suppose there exists an I-essential map h : H + M x B* of a disk with holes H for which h(H) n P = 8. We will attain a contradiction by describing how h can be redefined to avoid M, which from here on we identify with M x (0) c M x B2.
Adjust h slightly, rel aH, to make h-'(M) be a finite set (necessarily nonempty) of points, and let h* : H x I + M x B* x I be defined as h" = h x Id. Take a general position approximation, affecting no points of (c?
is a finite, pairwise disjoint collection of simple closed curves and arcs, each embedded by h*. Since h(H) n M # 0, at least one arc, say a, in this collection has endpoints (y, 0) and (z, 0). We achieve our goal by demonstrating how to modify h, rel JH, so as to remove the points h(y) and h(z) from M while creating no new intersections with M. Let D, and D, be disjoint 2-disk neighborhoods of y and z inHsuchthatthereisa2-diskDinB2withP.hIDy:Dy'Dandp.hID,:D,~D being homeomorphisms. Without loss of generality, Name homeomorphisms e_" and e, of S' onto aD,, and do,, respectively, with p. h. eY =p. h. e,. The component T of (@r*))'(D) containing (Y is topologically equivalent to Z x B2 via a homeomorphism $ sending {0} x B* onto 0, and (1) x B* onto Dz, and 4 can be defined so that, for x E S', +({O} x {x}) = e,'(x). Consequently, p~h*(~(ZxS')inducesahomotopyG:S'xZ + aD with G,, = p. h . e,,, and clearly then G, is homotopic to p. h. e,. Finally, note that the presence of T in H x Z shows H has an orientation whose restriction to 0, and D, is compatible with those transferred by e,, e,, respectively, on their boundaries. 
